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Alta is a town out of the ordinary: it is capable of creating new means of production and use the 
harbor as the hub of a post-carbon economy. 

The proposal is visionary and pragmatic at once: pragmatic in implementing the existing  
town-fabric and structures, visionary in explicitly developing a project capable of   
regenerating Skiferkaya. 

This idea is linked to the general ambition of Alta to create a manifesto of new urbanity, by 
rethinking the harbour as the engine of future development. 

The slate industry heritage is turned into an urban machine: a catalyst based on cluster activities 
as an urban way of life. Opened up to the public, the large space can be filled with daily uses.  
The harbour will host outdoor activities and nature experiences, various events and daily public 
life all at once. In this inclusive and hybrid mix, the project finds its power, combining the qualities 
of the existing buildings, the vitality of cluster-like companies with multiple uses.

By revitalizing existing industrial structures with a productive and cultural program, 
regenerating the shoreline through new forms of ecological production and outdoor activities, 
Skiferkaya Urban Park will become a new production paradigm.  
It is a place that invites the visitors and the community to meet and work in a true  
contemporary environment. 

Simple in set-up, yet full of possibilities in use, New Skiferkaya has the scale and size to become 
a key destination for the community and a public attractor, adding up to the landscape and the 
future lifestyles of Finnmark region. 

The proposal celebrates openness and encourages public engagement, creating a  
non-hierarchical, horizontal campus of factory buildings where creative production and 
society can meet and intertwine. 

The intervention calls for local actors, resources and craftsmens to directly be involved in 
the development.  Affiliation of cabinetmakers, carpenters, builders, stone masons, plumbers, 
metalworkers, graphic artists, goldsmiths, upholsterers and stove-makers could undertake 
common projects, make material archives available, hold seminars, workshops and events. 

The new creative cluster in Skierkaya strives for development of crafts and trades from the 
region through  
four dimensions of sustainability: 
1 - Economic sustainability by maintaining and creating local jobs and training opportunities; 
2 - Ecological sustainability by producing long-term goods for daily use; 
3 - Social sustainability by establishing trusting relationships and personal connections; 
4 - Cultural sustainability by preserving the quality of crafts and ensuring cultural continuity. 

By processing special building types and methods, the New Skiferkaya will have the opportunity 
to become leader in Finnmark, both in terms of digital and manual innovation.
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BOSSEKOP IDENTITY AND ROLE IN ALTA

Bossekop is located within a basin surrounded by greenery sloping to the sea, 
connected to water and with great views of the landscape along the Altafjorden.

The project intends to put human activities in direct contact with this extreme and 
unique enviroment.
New pedestrian and cyclist infrostructure will actively link the area throughout the 
entire route to the World Heritage Site in Hjemmeluft and to Komsa mountain.
New and regenerated buildings are conceinved so to enhances Bossekop’s 
legacy, both as old Sami trading post, as well as new gateway between sea and 
land. 

New Bossekop becomes a diffuse marketplace based on traditional trade, craft 
markets, strongly diversified from the large commercial areas and chain stores of 
Alta centre. 

The localised urbanization reduces transport needs, facilitates environmentally 
friendly energy supply, helps raise the quality and safety and increases the 
availability soft mobility between Bossekop centre and Skiferkaya. 
Diversification of uses reduces the need for mobility because most services 
are easy to reach by foot or bicycle, while offering the opportunity to implement 
efficient systems for production and supply of energy.
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ALTA

1 AQUACULTURE
2 FISH MARKET
3 FISHING
4 FISH BARBECUE
5 SUNSET / SUNRISE BAR
6 KAYAKING/CANOEING
7 BOAT TRIPS / FISHING AND WHALE WATCHING
8 SWIMMING POOL / ICE SKATING
9 SAUNA / FLOATING JACUZZI
10 SHIPPING
11 FELLSKYOPET
12 SLATE CULTURAL CENTER / STRANDEVEIN 48 
13 HOUSE OF CRAFT & DESIGN /HANDCRAFT
14 HOUSE OF CRAFT & DESIGN / DIGITAL
15 HOUSE OF CRAFT & DESIGN / EXHIBITION & MEETING HALL
16 AQUAPONICS 
17 STRANDPROMENADE
18 GROUPS OF STONE
19 PATHWAY
20 STUDENT HOUSING
21 BRIDGE
22 BAKERY
23 BIKE CENTER
24 LANTERN
25 BOSSEKOP MARKET
26 HOUSE FOR THE ELDERLY 
27 RETAIL
28 MUNICIPAL SERVICES
29 BUS STOP
30 KINDERGARDEN
31 ICE SKATING
32 WORKSHOPS
33 CRAFTS
34 OPEN PLAYGROUND
35 MUSIC REHARSAL ROOMS
36 TRAINING
37 KANTINE
38 RETAIL/ SERVICES
39 SISA CAFE AND CULTURAL CENTER
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ALTA

YOUTH HOUSE - ALMA HASES VEI 7-29
The complex, implemented by The Student Organization of the Arctic University of 
Norway, sits along the slope following the linear structures of the existing houses, 
providing about 300 new units. 
The new construction is designed as a modular form which allows adaptation to 
the topography, while its height is limited to maintain the relation to the residential 
neighborhood.  
The size of buildings within the complex is defined by the module of existing houses 
in Bossekop, where the internal modular element is based on the size of a room of 
approximately 14m2, corresponding to the constructive module of the building.
At the ground floor, public and student shared activities are both provided. 

Felleskjøpet
Composed of a store for the sale of products, materials and animal feedings to farmers, 
the building introduces ‘Farming’ as an educational program for children in the outdoor 
space, whilst a new worshop building is added as a ‘buffer zone’ with glass and charred 
timber facades.

House of Craft and Design Center
Key to the entire scheme is the affiliation of cabinetmakers, carpenters, builders, stone 
masons, plumbers, metalworkers, graphic artists, goldsmiths, upholsterers and  
stone-makers. Strandveien 60 is maintained and two new buildings are added to the 
scheme. 
The House of Craft and Design Centre will harness the potential of creative collaboration 
offering all professionals a platform to showcase their craftsmanship to the public, 
undertake common projects, make material archives available, hold seminars, workshops 
and events.

SLATE STONE CULTURAL CENTER - STRANDVEIEN 48, 
• Existing spacious and well naturally lit industrial premises are maintained while the office 
building at the rear is demolished. New facades made of glass and charred timber provide 
good insulation and a new urban character.

• The program maintans the production of Slate as protagonist and is divided in three 
parts: Handcraft, Workshops, Digital Production. A ‘buffer zone’ facing the sea is added 
to the program as showroom and public gathering. The roof terrace is connected to the 
urban pathway and will host vegetable gardens

Fish Market
The local fish production becomes a living aspect within the scheme:  alive at different 
moments of the day, fresh fish and seafood is cooked on the quay where both the public 
and fishermen can eat and interact.

Sauna
For locals and tourists, traditional bathing culture  is integrated within the project through 
wooden saunas with ladders into the fjord. 

Aquaponics tower
Awareness of biodiversity is introduced within the city as a landmark of environmental 
focus. Implemented by the Agricultural College, the building teaches the young and elder 
public about  different plant species, fish and sea culture so far north.

The project densifies Bossekop urban pattern thanks to the 
insertion of its most typical element: a 12x24m building volume 
with pitched roofs. All new buildings will host public use at ground 
floor and housing on the upper floors.  
The dense and intimate town centre will provide a urban 
dimension that will appeal to young people, where cars are kept 
as far away to leave space to free inner courtyards for shared 
activities.
The pattern proposed is a simple composition of rectangular 
buildings of two different sizes, 12x24m and 12x12m which  have 
either the long or short side parallel  to the street.
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